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ABSTRACT

Noise is one of the problems associated with the use

of any type of control valve in systems involving the flow

of fluids. The advent of OSHA standards has prompted

control valve manufacturers to design valves with special

trim to lower the sound pressure level to meet these

standards. . However, these levels are in some cases too

high, particularly when a valve must be located in or near

an area where people are working at tasks requiring a high

degree of concentration. Such locations are found around

and near research devices and in laboratory-office areas.

This paper describes a type of fluid control device presently

being used at PPL as a bypass control valve in deionized

water systems and designed to reduce sound pressure levels

considerably below OSHA standards. Details of the design

and construction of this constant pressure drop variable

flow control valve are contained in the text and are shown

in photographs and drawings. Test data taken are included.
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A Low Noise Control Valve

Introduction

At Princeton University's Plasma Physics Laboratory

the closed loop deionized water systems are designed to

cool several different loads. All experimental equipment

comprising the loads for a system do not necessarily

operate simultaneously. As a result the system must provide

different quantities of coolant depending on the number

of machines or areas operating at a given time. Another

important requirement of the system is that it maintain a

constant supply header pressure. The pumps used are centri-

fugal type. They are constant speed pumps and will deliver

a specific quantity of water at a particular pressure. In

order to provide a constant pressure in the supply header

the system must circulate a constant quantity of liquid. To

accomplish this under changing demands of quantity there is

a system bypass which diverts any excess flow back to the

return side of the systen through a control valve or valves.

Figure 1 is a schematic of such a system.

The control valve in the bypass must handle a flow range

from'.full system flow to no flow with system differential

pressure across it. In so doing the flow velocity in a conven-

tional control valve becomes very high and the pressure around



and anunediately downstream of the inner valve becomes

very low. When the pressure falls below the vapor pressure

of the fluid the valve starts to cavitate. Figura 2 indicates

the relationship between velocity and pressure in a control

valve. In this phenomenon«, cavities are formed in the

fluid when the pressure is at or below the vapor pressure.

The cavities are carried along until they reach a region

where the velocity slows and the pressure rises. At this

poi.nt the cavities "implode" or collapse forming shock waves

and setting up vibrations in the valve and piping. Both the

high, velocity and the cavitation are sources of considerable

noise. The noise radiates from the valve and is transmitted

along the piping.

In recent years and especially since the advent of

Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSHA), control

valve manufacturers have marketed valves with trim designed

to lower the sound pressure level associated with their product

to meet OSHA standards. The requirements involve time of

exposure to specific sound pressure levels. Eight hours at

90 dbA is acceptable. Most manufacturers seem to be working

to produce valves which will operate at approximately 85 dbA.

These levels are in some cases too high, particularly in or

near an area where people are engaged in work requiring a high

degree of concentration. Such locations are found around and

near research devices and laboratory-office areas.

In an effort to reduce the sound pressure level to values



equivalent to those in • "private" office (or approximately

50 dbA) a control valve which Meets these requirement» WAS

designed at PPL.

Description and Tests

Since velocity seems to be the cause of «tost noise

associated with control valves it is logical to try to

design a valve in which the velocity is at all times low

enough to prevent objectionable sound pressure levels.

Manufacturers use multiple orifices, etched passages, slots

and other trim designs in order to control flow velocity and

reduce noise. At PPL small bore tubing of a size and length

suitable to provide the required pressure drop is being used

and enough tubes are assembled in a bundle to give the required

maximum quantity of flow. By sliding a gate across th« face

of the bundle, the number of tubes open for flow is varied.

In this manner, a variable flow constant pressure drop control

valve is obtained. By varying the size, length and number of

tubes ono can moot a wide range of flow and differential

pressuro roquiromonts.

Figure 3 is a photograph of the first valve assembled and

tested. It consists of 127 cupronickel tubes, 0.072" 0.0. by

0.054" I.D. and 27.6" long soldered together in a hexagonal

bundle* Discs sized to slip into a on« inch pip« and having



hexagon shaped cutouts for the bundle were Epaccd along tho

length of the tubes. The bundle was soldered into a l " copper

pipe. A simple gat« vt.lva type mechanism, hand operated, wa«

assembled in front of the tubis. A second identical bundle

was assembled and potted into a length of 1" pipe using

epoxy resin. Both of these devices were tested and compared

to a commercial one inch globe valve under the same conditions

of flow, pressure drop and back pressure. Figure 4 is a plot

of the results of these tests. As can bo seen in the plot

the PPL valves operate between IS and 30 dbA below the com-

mercial globe valve.

As a result of the success of the above tests, the design

of a six inch valve capable of 130 psi differential pressure

and 1200 gpm was undertaken. Measurements taken on the one

inch model showed a flow of 0.244 gpn and a velocity of

34 fps in each tube at 130 psi drop. Using the same size

tubing, the number of tubes required for 1200 gpm is 4921.

A hexagonal pattern of 81 layers with 41 tubes in the upper

and lower layers and 81 tubes in the center layer worked out
at

well for a six inch pipe size. Hexagon^shap* was used because

it has a relatively high packing efficiency and provides

adequate peripheral space for potting and finish machining.

When potting the bundle it is important to prevent epoxy

from entering the ends of the tubes. The ends of the tubes

are sealed by dipping them in a pan or" RTV silicon« rubber which

when cured makes an excellent seal. Spraying the tub« «nds !



with teflon mold release prior to dipping facilitates

removal of the RTV after potting. Potting is accomplished

by drawing a vacuum on the «old and allowing atmospheric

pressure to push the epoxy into the mold. After curing, the

potted bundle is machined to fit the six inch pipe. Assembly

of the sliding gate on the end of the bundle and mounting of

an operator completes the valve. Figures 5 and 6 show the

finished valve prior to installation. One valve is currently

installed in the main PPL deiouized watar system. A second

i6 being assembled and will be installed shortly.

Conclusion

At the time of this writing, no specific test runs have

been made to measure sound pressure level of th« valve instal-

lation. However, readings taken under everyday operating

conditions indicate a narked reduction in noise level compared

to conventional valves previously used.

It should be pointed out, the valve is designed for

use in well-filtered fluid, and should not be used in systems

without adequate filtering upstream of the valve.

An area which may cause difficulties with this valve is

the size of the operator required to move the gate. In the

case of the valve now being used the operator has to be

capable of exerting approximately 3400 lbs. fore* to alide

the gate. This may cause problems at the ends of the tubes



and it is too early to te.ll if this will be the case. To

overcome this concern a rolling gate rather than a sliding gate

is in the design stage. Such a design should not only

eliminate any chance of tube end damage, it will also

reduce the size of the operator appreciably.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Schematic Diagram of a Cooling Water System.

Fig. 2 Velocity and Pressure Changes Through a Conventional
Control Valve.

Fig. 3 Photograph of 1" PPL Valve.

Fig. 4 Flow vs Sound Pressure Level of PPL Valve and
Conunercial Valve

Fig. 5 Six Inch Valve - Inlet End.

Fig. 5 Six Inch Valve - Outlet End.
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Pi = Inlet Pressure

P2 =Throat Pressure

P3 ^Outlet Pressure

Pv sVapor Pressure
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